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ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News    

Serendipity LOST 
LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001

invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight
miracle cure for breast cancer. 

LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by
the Pentagon

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for

breast cancer. 

>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to scream this is
Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri.
"War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for
Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter
and his wife Rosalyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar
suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil
money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to present the
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truth about every aspect of our lives and times suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter said. On Carters 85th
BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming
1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. Cont... below. 

Click here to... End War On Earth 

1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on! 

send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Cell 303 548 9904 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2009 On John
Lennon's 69th BDay 

9-11 Would never have happened if Caroline Kennedy would have exposed the suppression
of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted Kennedy in 1980! 

 
New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

Click Here - Classic ElectricWindmillCar Web that was shut down by Host. Some guys in
Georgia who did not like this web turned it off. I had a copy of the web via software,
Acrobat 9 was Acrobat 1 at this time so it works but has broken links and pictures... 
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Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by
the Pentagon 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! Reasons to scream this is
Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri.
"War's Mobilization" to get the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for
Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter
and his wife Rosalyn, all the Pentagon Generals for the ElectricWindmillCar
suppression and crimes of burning cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil
money, and oil men's bribes in Secret Swiss Bank accounts. "We want to
present the truth about every aspect of our lives and times suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter said. On Carters 85th
BDay. Staph, E. coli, hepatitis kills gringos needlessly via dirty Mexican
cooks and kitchen workers on (CU's) Campus, worst this will only be on the
front pages of the New York Times after the coup! Greg's retirement in
Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and
the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never
thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new
sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes - Why is Polygamy off limits in
our Orwellian Society, that has several genocides going on at the same time
and all are run by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At
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the close of David Letterman's stunning on-air disclosure. After a 10-
minute explanation of an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual
liaisons with female staffers, he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more
about this on this particular topic." Yet-to-emerge particulars of his sexual
exploits. The greatest unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, Regina
Lasko, who has lived her life largely offstage. But were she to go public by
her husband's side -- a reverse reality version of the new CBS series "The
Good Wife," if you will -- that could go a long way. On the flip side, a
divorce announcement could be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in
Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and
the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of
Polygamy as CBS never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even
48 Hours let alone 60 Minutes - Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian
Society, that has several genocides going on at the same time and all are
run by the government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... Brainstorming
1,001 Invention Projests spelled out on this web page with your wives. CBS
stifles all inventions and even posting of invention project that will lead
Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel?
Blackmailed into deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has
successfully blackmailed CBS. 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight
miracle cure for breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space
Telescope 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by
the Pentagon 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space
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Telescope 

Treason by the Pentagon! 

Heading to Key West were Cops with their new motorcycles. They stopped at a
Shell gas station in Marathon to fill their tanks when a motorcycle fell over
on him and burst into flames. 

Reason to scream this is Treason, by Carter and his wife Rosalyn, all the
Pentagon Generals for abnormal crimes of burning cops and kids in
gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth about every aspect of
our live and times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Rosalyn
Carter said. On Carters 85th BDay. 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer - after Bush and Bush spent
$1.2 Billion on a Football Stadium. Journalists who wrote this story should
hang for going along with several on going government run genocides.
Journalists at the New York Times will never ever write about building a
State of the Arts Medical School over every University football stadium. cui
bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch line
in the New York Times! Texas Oil Men's greed for more oil money didn't stop
at $3 Trillion dollars, Hell Putin has $7 Trillion dollars just from Russian
Oil revenues. USA Journalists have more than $3 Billion in Texas Oil Men's
bribes in secret Swiss Bank accounts. 

After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Greg Buell Lovestar, me. I will have $3+
Trillion in confiscated Texas oil money and access to all the IBM
supercomputers and Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos. For working 24/7 not 40
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hours a week with Federal and State holidays, grin. 

Cops burned in gasoline will make the Treason arrests at the Pentagon for
"uncharacteristic crimes" of flesh sizzling in gasoline for more oil money.
This is also a Leno joke. 

Swiss Bankers will all hang or lose their head! 

Texas begins $3 billion quest to cure cancer. Texas gave birth to the modern
oil industry invented the handheld calculator and sent man to the moon.
But can the Lone Star State cure cancer? Texas is ready to try by investing
$3 billion over the next decade... 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

40k women a year die from breast cancer so 400k in this Texas Decade. 

Money in cancer research and prevention, which would make the state the
gatekeeper of the second largest pot of cancer research dollars in the
country, behind only the National Cancer Institute. 

At MIT everyone knows MIT and Harvard Foundation has had $50 Billion
in Chase Banks since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in
1980 wasted none of it to cure cancer... 

This is Bankers Genocide, clone of Swiss Bankers taking oil bribes. Not
spending the money on a Rx Cancer cure. 

They should hang or lose their head! 

Gov. Rick Perry said he dreamed of a day "we talk about cancer the same
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way we talk about polio. 

"Texas is now putting out the call to scientists: Come and get the money. 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Institute leaders say the money will fund drug developments; gamble on
high-risk research turned away elsewhere and attract big-name scientists
to Texas. 

Texas Gambling and Lotto takes in more than $3 billion. 

"That $3 billion isn't in the my bank," said Dr. Tyler Curiel, executive
director of the Cancer Therapy & Research Center at the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio. 

Lure more top scientists to Texas with $2 million offers for salary and
research and is prepared to offer even more for "superstars. The agency
cautions, don't expect any overnight miracles. 

$2 mill in Texas Oil men's bribes… was for the Senators receptionists. 

Expect an Rx overnight miracle breast cancer cure only from Greg Buell
Lovestar after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, as I will get the coup leaders to
give me Los Alamos resources! 

Its IBM Supercomputers and Scientists. 

Being supercomputer literate reminds me of the French Revolution and the
Elite French Literates who killed those not of royal blood or connections.
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Mandatory University in France... never, ever! 

George Orwell does the same today or should I say IBM is in bed with Maria
and her husband the French King. 

When I went to a community Jr. college in 1972 

IBM promised that everyone would be Supercomputer Literate by 2009 and
have access to supercomputers. 

Bill Gates killed this idea via Greed $ 

IBM went along with the Greed $ of course. 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

So the masses are not supercomputer literate in 2009. Boulder Public
Library, I can't even upload this web to the server as they block all ftp
uploads. Public Libraries and University IT people have the same mentality
of the French King and Queen just before the Revolution! Part of the our
current Revolution besides getting a Rx Cure for breast cancer is traveling
4.3 light years in 700 NASA Shuttles dock together like a train. Not a Bullet
Train like Japans but a Monorail train 75' wide and 100 yards long on 2
rail. Mexican semi drivers eating while texting can handle driving their
semi onto a monorail and parking it for the cross country trip, saving the
lives of gringos. Statistics are suppressed by our President George Orwell as
we can all imagine they are into the thousands killed by Mexicans, just the
Mexicans with no drivers license in Boulder, Colorado have killed several
bike riders. This is one government run genocide that will kill a gringo a
day until a successful electricwindmillcar coup, then I will gain control of
the front page of the New York Times and publish these top secret statistics
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and the gross accident pictures. One of my inventions that could have saved
thousands in the last decade is super air bags on the outside of semi trucks
and cars. Our George Orwell and his Roman Senators deleted this invention
causing thousands of broken bones and deaths. This is a genocide too! 

Yale Medical Students and the Medical Students Dr Chen writes about lost
out on LIFE because of these eccentric crimes of greed and suppression.
Addressing distress in medical training will require navigating a difficult
balancing act. "The scope of clinical practice is so incredibly broad that you
have to train for years and years to fulfill just a minimal level of
competence," Edge - I must tell Chen the "Edge" is MD's and Inventors
having the Los Alamos supercomputers Dr. Chen's point is losing their edge
in Medical School. I will tell Dr. Chen they never had the edge without the
IBM Supercomputers Los Alamos has. Yale Medical School Professors are not
literate in Microsoft 7 let alone IBM's #1 Supercomputer on Earth parked at
Los Alamos! 

Dr. Chen writes for the New York Times, she is a organ transplant MD who
has never ever written a story about Mandatory Organ Donation or selling
organs to Saudi Prince's. She wants to be one of the Coup Leaders but is
afraid of the Pentagon, Roman Senators... George Orwell. 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Your diagnosis via IBM's Supercomputers at Los Alamos and its scientists...
this is having the edge! 

Inventors like Greg Buell Lovestar are working on finding ways to support
the well-being of residents and practicing physicians. Many of these
potential solutions are premised on two things: acknowledging the distress,
then helping doctors find meaning in their work by supporting the ideals
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that inspired them to become doctors in the first place. "Most of us got into
this profession because of passion for medicine, for taking care of people,"
"But somewhere along the way, it gets drummed out. We have to figure out
the best ways, the right way, for different individuals to thrive." 

So no one is supercomputer literate in 2009, Professor, student and
Inventors! University is only free if you live in Saudi Arabia too. 

The burning of cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money originating with
Carter and wife Rosalyn and Ted Kennedy in 1980! This is on YouTube
Video, really! 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar is on video. 

48 Hours.’ It could’ve been worse, at least it wasn’t a producer from ‘To
Catch a Predator.’ CBS producers could have caught the New York Times
editors with teen prostitutes in Vegas. Katie Couric reported everyone visits
teen prostitutes when in Vegas. End of story. 48 Hours could have done a
show in Boulder Colorado on small business owners visiting, working in
Thailand and having sex with kids. Edge, Bruno, and their engineers at
the Avalanche Beacon factory here set up shop in Thailand just so they can
have sex with kids, now their addicted to this kind of sex. And if I get the
YouTube videos of this sex before the coup our President George Orwell and
his Roman Senate made it illegal to expose these old farts, its illegal in our
George Orwell Society to show Vick killing dogs on video, beating the hell
out of his white women too. After the electricwindmillcar coup these sex
(and violence videos) of small business owners with kids will be on this web
page! You be the judge, jury, and executioner then. 
Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Treason by the Pentagon did not help the Troops. Is this England in 1776
with road side bombs? Fiery LA car wrecks! 
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1776 British troops were killed by road side bombs in Boston. 

LA freeway's fiery wrecks burn cops, kids, mom, and dad over most of their
body in 2009. 

Run of the mill crimes by Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Governor of California's
wife is a Kennedy who lies about everything; he hit the tiger on the nose
with the microphone, why would she lie about this? 

Invention of the Lie is a movie by Alias. 

My One and only burned in a fiery LA wreck. 

Revenge from the 10's of thousands burred, but not burned to death in fiery
LA wrecks are keeping the Observers in a constants state of anxiety, like
women who have breast today. 

Fat causes breast cancer yet the Fed's took Ephredra off the market because
one Pot Belly Couch Potato guy died watching his 10th football game on
Comcast. 

Now Comcast wants to buy NBC with its Genocide Era Profits of more than $3
billion $ 

Texas is going too spent $3 billion in the next 10 years on finding a cure
for cancer. 

Comcast makes $3 billion in profits every 3 months. 

NBC is never going to report how many died in fiery LA wrecks the last 3
months or how many died from breast cancer the last 3 months but Comcast
profits for every 3 months make headlines. 

A group of Palm Beach County deputies headed to Key West on a weekend
motorcycle trip had their vacation cut short when one of the motorcycles
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caught fire Friday, severely burning the man who had been riding it, the
Florida Highway Patrol said. They stopped at a Shell gas station in
Marathon to fill their tanks when his motorcycle fell over on him and burst
into flames. Trapped under the burning Harley Davidson, Ragali suffered
burns on 50 percent of his body before the other deputies could pull him out.
Within seconds, the fire spread to a minivan at a pump nearby. A store clerk
rescued two toddlers in the van and a bystander before the fire reached
their car seats, Santangelo said. 

This is reason to scream this is Treason by Carter and wife Rosalyn all the
Pentagon Generals for abdominal crimes of burning cops and kids in
gasoline for $ oil money. "We want to present the truth about every aspect of
our live and times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Carter said. 

Treason at the Pentagon for abdominal crimes your flesh sizzling in
gasoline. 

1776 treason of road side bombs in Boston and LA, gasoline cars! 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Off Limits… Commanding Officer at Camp Pendleton is guilty of Treason,
for Oil Money and Motorcycle Sales Money, 2 treasonous acts for more
money! 

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. - Sgt. Adam Bosley was back from his third tour of
duty in Iraq and waiting to head to Afghanistan when he bought a sleek,
souped-up motorcycle capable of high-speed cornering and explosive
acceleration. 
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Days after buying the machine in August, the 29-year-old Marine was dead
after he lost control of the sport bike on a San Diego highway ramp, struck
a guardrail and tumbled down a ravine. 

The military lost 124 members to motorcycle accidents in a year 

Motorcycle deaths are also up nationally, as bike sales and registrations
rise. Deaths last year increased for the 11th straight year - from 2,116 in
1997 to an all-time high of 5,290, the National Highway Traffic
Administration said. 

The Army reported a 34 percent rise in motorcycle fatalities from 2007 to
2008, and the Marines and the Navy also reported significant increases. 

Off Limits… 

Off Limits… the New York Times put Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from
Earth off limits in its news! 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

The planet, COROT-7b, the first planet outside our solar system to be
confirmed as a rocky body - most other known planets are gas giants. The
planet is nearly twice the size of Earth and about five times the mass of our
world. Calculations have indicated it has a density about that of Earth's,
which means it is likely made up of silicate rocks, just as Earth's crust is. The
planet is likely much less hospitable to life though, as it is only about 1.6
million miles (2.6 million km) away from its parent star - 23 times closer
than Mercury sits to the sun. Because the planet is so close to the star, it is
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gravitationally locked to it in the same way the Moon is locked to Earth.
One side of the planet always faces its star, just as one side of the Moon
always faces Earth. This star-facing side has a temperature of about 4,220
degrees Fahrenheit (2,326 degrees Celsius) - hot enough to vaporize rock. So
unlike the much cooler Earth, COROT-7b has no volatile gases (carbon
dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen) in its atmosphere. Instead its atmosphere
consists of what might be called vaporized rock. "The only atmosphere this
object has is produced from vapor arising from hot molten silicates in a
lava lake or lava ocean," 

Carbon monoxide emitted by traffic may be harmful even at levels far below
those considered safe by government standards, a Yale study has found. An
odorless, tasteless air pollutant released by cars in traffic, carbon monoxide
is associated with an increased risk of hospitalization due to
cardiovascular illness among the elderly. The primary source of carbon
monoxide is traffic exhaust, so concentrations in suburban and rural areas
are likely to be lower and less dangerous than in urban areas of high
traffic density. Of the 126 counties studied, New Haven's mean carbon
monoxide concentration, at 1.1 parts per million at the peak hour of
particulate concentration, was slightly lower than those of other counties
studied. Jefferson, Ala., had the highest mean concentration, at 4.3 parts
per million. 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and the teen
prostitutes… 
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LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

(If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France not
Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a damaged
condition!) 
So when, just before lunch on Sunday, the news broke that Mr. Polanski had
been arrested overnight at the Zurich airport on an outstanding warrant
relating to a conviction for sex with a minor back in the 1970s, my first
response was to feel almost physically sick. Mr. Polanski has become a good
friend. Our families have spent time together. His daughter and mine keep
in regular touch. His past did not bother me, any more (presumably) than
it did the three French presidents with whom he has had private dinners, or
the hundreds of actors and technicians who have worked with him since
1977, or the fans who come up to him in the streets of Paris for his
autograph. cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits?

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? This is a rich fag
talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays teen
prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editoral published in the New York Times
last week. 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
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line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and the teen
prostitutes…

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

We were having dinner when Mr. Polanski's agent, Jeff Berg, rang to say he
had just seen it. He conveyed good news: the film was unexpectedly
favorable to the director, revealing just how bizarre had been the judge's
handling of the original case. 

For Mr. Polanski, this was a moment of triumph. However, by a terrible
irony, it was also at this moment that the seeds of his present predicament
were sown. He thought he could settle the matter at last, and his
subsequent, vigorous legal attempts to have the case against him closed -
supported, remarkably, by his victim, Samantha Geimer, the one person who
comes out of this affair with her dignity enhanced - clearly infuriated Mr.
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Cooley. Legal authorities the world over loathe being publicly criticized.
After the arrest was announced, Mr. Cooley declared that Mr. Polanski "has
been trying to get it resolved on his terms, but it's going to be on the terms
of the Los Angeles County justice system." 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? This is a rich fag
talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays teen
prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editoral published in the New York Times
last week. 

(If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France not
Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a damaged
condition!) 
It sounds very much as though Mr. Polanski became overconfident, both in
the rightness of his own cause and in the safety of Switzerland as a refuge -
a country that after the credit crisis suddenly seems to be much more eager
to cooperate with international authorities. Its volte-face on its famous
guest has drawn understandable contempt and Mr. Polanski, in his cell,
now has plenty of time to ponder the limits of Swiss hospitality. 

I make no apology for feeling desperately sorry for him. The almost
pornographic relish with which his critics are retelling the lurid details of
the assault (strange behavior, one might think, for those who profess
concern for the victim) makes it hard to consider the case rationally. Of
course what happened cannot be excused, either legally or ethically. 

But Ms. Geimer wants it dropped, to shield her family from distress, and Mr.
Polanski's own young children, to whom he is a doting father, want him
home. He is no threat to the public. The original judicial procedure was
undeniably murky. So cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? 

Robert Harris is the author of "Fatherland" and, most recently, "The Ghost." 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? This is a rich fag
talking cui bono who has sex with kids in Thailand and pays teen
prostitutes in Vegas... He wrote this editoral published in the New York Times
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last week. 
(If Polanski's rape video was put on YouTube by the LA Cops France not
Switzerland would have sent Polanksi back to the USA in a damaged
condition!)

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and the teen
prostitutes… we have to get his sex wideos from Vegas on YouTube. 

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
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Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Researchers have created the first full-star simulation of the hours
preceding the largest thermonuclear explosions in the universe 

Type Ia supernovae are of particular interest to astrophysicists, as they are
all believed to be surprisingly similar to each other. Based on observations
of these massive stellar explosions, scientists believe our universe is
expanding at an accelerating rate. 

"We're trying to understand something very fundamental, which is how
these stars blow up, but it has implications for the fate of the universe," Ann
Almgren of Berkeley Lab's Computational Research Division said. "Few have
tackled this problem before because it was considered intractable. We
needed to simulate the conditions for hours, not just a few seconds. We are
now doing calculations that weren't possible before." 

Florida Keys as fresh grouper and cold beer. Census statistics released this
week show that Monroe County - which includes the cluster of 1,700 islands
floating off South Florida - has the second-highest proportion of divorced
residents. 

Can Strep Infection Cause Obsessive Compulsive Disorder? Not all experts
believe that is real, however. "It is hypothesized but not proven that strep,
treated or not, might trigger a first episode and/or flares of OCD in young
children," 

Serendipity LOST 
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LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 

Sony today announced the development of a single lens 3D camera
technology capable of recording 3D images of even fast-moving subject
matter such as sports, at 240fps (frames per second). This technology
combines a newly developed optical system for single lens 3D camera which
captures the left and right images simultaneously, together with existing
high frame rate (HFR) recording technology to realize 240fps 3D filming.
Sony will demonstrate a prototype model incorporating this technology at
"CEATEC JAPAN 2009", to be held at Makuhari Messe convention center in
Chiba city, Japan, from October 6th. In existing half mirror 3D camera
systems with separate lenses for the left and right eyes, the parallax range is
adjustable, enabling the depth of the 3D images to be modified. However,
when operating the zoom and focus functions of such systems, the sensitivity
of the human eye, in particular to differences in the size and rotational
movement of dual images, as well as any vertical misalignment or
difference in image quality has meant that complex technology has been
required to ensure that each camera lens is closely coordinated, and there
are no discrepancies in the optical axis, image size, and focus. The
introduction of a single lens system resolves any issues that may occur as a
result of having different optical characteristics for each eye. Furthermore,
by using mirrors in place of shutters, incoming light can now be
simultaneously separated into left and right images and recorded as it
reaches the parallel light area (the area where diverging light from the
point of focus on the subject matter becomes parallel) of the relay lens. The
separated left and right images are then processed and recorded with the
respective left and right image sensors. As there is no difference in time
between when the left and right eye images are captured, it is possible for
natural and smooth 3D images to be captured, even of scenes involving
rapid movement. Optical tests have shown that a frame rate 240fps
represents the limit of human visual perception, and beyond that it becomes
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difficult to detect differences in terms of blur and "jerkiness" of moving
images (where images that were continuous are now seen as a series of
distinct snapshots). By developing a 240fps frame rate CMOS image sensor
with properties close to the human eye, which is capable of capture natural
images of even fast moving subject matter, Sony has succeeded in further
enhancing the quality of 3D video images. The combination of Sony's new
single lens 3D system and its 240fps high frame rate technology has realized
a single lens 3D camera system, based on universal properties of the human
eye, which enables natural and smooth 3D images with no
accommodation-vengeance conflict to be recorded. 

Sony plans to deliver new 3D viewing experiences by bringing 3D to the
home in 2010. 

Here in Colorado at the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park on the tour they tell you
Stanley got $1 million in cash from Kodak 100 years ago for inventing a
way to develop pictures 100 times faster. This is to inspire you to invent
something for Kodak or Sony or Microsoft. Windows 7 that boots up in 3
seconds would be 100 times faster but Bill Gates would not pay you
anything. Sony 50" LCD TV with a hard drive full of Sony Movies, would be
100 times faster than putting all these Sony Movies on your hard drive then
figuring out how to plug a hard drive into your new Sony 50" LCD tv. Sony
will not pay you for this invention idea. Sony will not even put an Alarm
Clock into its 50" LCD tv's so you don't miss the first minutes of Katie Couric.
Sandisk is taking 100 times longer than normal to make the second
generaltion Fuze mp3 player because they don't want me writing they left
out features I wrote about and forgot to add a place for AA batteries. Plug
your Sandisk 16 gig flash drive into your Sandisk Fuze mp3 player is for the
4th generation players! Best Buy screwed by all my mp3 songs and the Geeks
at Best Buy worked 1 hour to fix this and couldn't. 

Toyota Today --- CEO played the YouTube Video of the fiery LA wreck cause
by a floor mat installed wrong... nothing to do with the wrong type of fuel
going into the Toyota Today. CEO of Toyota will hang for sure! 

There's no part of our bodies that we obsess about more than our breasts.
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Even those of us not prone to health anxiety wonder which, if any, of our
everyday habits are upping our odds of getting breast cancer. And it's no
wonder we're confused: New scientific reports constantly contradict earlier
ones. One week, a new medical study tells us what to eat to prevent breast
cancer; the next week, another tells us that diet doesn't make a difference.
Is it any surprise even smart women are baffled? 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

cui bono, as the Romans used to say - who benefits? ----- this was the punch
line in the New York Times! 

By some fag editor at the New York Times, just back from Vegas and the teen
prostitutes… 

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

Serendipity LOST 

LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight miracle cure for
breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon 
LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space Telescope

>>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 

Reasons to scream this is Treason! LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's
Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri. "War's Mobilization" to get the Rx
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Penicillin Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. Greg's Retirement
starts on 5 Oct 09 >>> Treason by Carter and wife Rosalyn, all the Pentagon
Generals for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar terrible crimes of burning
cops and kids in gasoline for $ oil money, and bribes in Secret Swiss Bank
accounts. "We want to present the truth about every aspect of our lives and
times suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar" Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter said.
On Carters 85th BDay. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives
brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight
Miracle cure for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS
never ever puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let
alone 60 Minutes - Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that
has several genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the
government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... At the close of David
Letterman's stunning on-air disclosure. After a 10-minute explanation of
an extortion plot intended to expose his sexual liaisons with female staffers,
he concluded, "I don't plan to say much more about this on this particular
topic." Yet-to-emerge particulars of his sexual exploits. The greatest
unknown in all of this is Letterman's wife, Regina Lasko, who has lived her
life largely offstage. But were she to go public by her husband's side -- a
reverse reality version of the new CBS series "The Good Wife," if you will --
that could go a long way. On the flip side, a divorce announcement could
be equally devastating. Greg's retirement in Polygamy with Goddess Wives
brainstorming 1,001 invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure
for breast cancer. Letterman never thought of Polygamy as CBS never ever
puts POLYGAMY in the news, new sitcom, or even 48 Hours let alone 60
Minutes - Why is Polygamy off limits in our Orwellian Society, that has
several genocides going on at the same time and all are run by the
government? Particulars of his sexual exploits... Brainstorming 1,001
Invention Projests spelled out on this web page with your wives. CBS stifles
all inventions and even posting of invention projects that will lead
Humanity to Alpha Centauri, Why? Who at CBS is stifling Star Travel?
Blackmailed into deleting the nearest Solar System from Earth, someone has
successfully blackmailed CBS. 

Serendipity LOST 
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LOST >>> "War's Mobilization" to invent a Rx Penicillin overnight
miracle cure for breast cancer. 
LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space
Telescope 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

>>> Treason by the Pentagon... October 5, 2009 >>> Treason by
the Pentagon 

LOST >>> 4.3 Light Years "War's Mobilization" to Alpha Centauri

LOST >>> Aliens >>> $4.3 Trillion dollar Manned Space
Telescope 

LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

Treason by the Pentagon! 

>>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 

>>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 

>>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 

>>>>> 5 October 2009 >>> Treason by the Pentagon! 
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LOST >>> Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001
invention projects and the Rx Penicillin Overnight Miracle cure for
breast cancer. 

>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess Wives
brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best BDay,
unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about several on going
Genocides all Gov. Run.

1st week of Leno is over, Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling in a fiery LA car wreck.

I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when ever our George Orwell lets us, Greg his wife's. Sixty third ? year I hope.

I have to retire, got an apt. for 5 Oct at the Social Security office here. All I need is a certified Copy of my Birth at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
Sent for this should get it by 5 Oct and will have Medicare, wow - 10 years since I have been to a MD. I will get a physical. I was hoping to go
to Yale-New Haven Hospital for a physical with cash from the ElectricWindmillCar or one of my other inventions. 

1,001 Invention Projects! One is a Portable Satellite dish for the top of your car with several cameras on the top for outside cams and several
cams inside watching your driving and dash. Verizon inventions are needed too so you don't have to point the dish south. Also wifi from the
Satellite Dish to your office and home, and your Dell notebook. I think Toshiba will do a coup on Dell mini for the screen you can see
outdoors. My dell I can't see anything in the sunshine and I emailed Toshiba about their mini and they replied, wow! So I think the next
Toshiba mini will be viewable in sunlight. External Wifi antenna would be a nice invention too. Wifi links to the cops so they can see who is
driving before they stop the car. Drunks and armed criminals will be seen before the lights come on.

Here in Boulder Colorado the CU freshmen learn to drive the first weeks of classes, I would guess there are 100+ wrecks the 1st week or month
of classes. There are no published statistics on car or bike wrecks on the bike paths so we don't know... this mentality is from our George
Orwell, everything is Top Secret. One thing I want to mention I found out 3.5 million gringo's have hepatitis. This spike is from all the dirty
Mexican Cooks etc... workers in the kitchen. On CU Campus 99% of the kitchen workers are Mexican and they do spread diseases. Our George
Orwell keeps these stats a top secret too.

Several other inventions are needed to put portable satellite dishes on top of every car made, and make a satellite dish on the top of your car
a mandatory accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar.

Yale Murder had been in the news all week. Yale President Richard Levin said the killing could have happened in any city, in any university,
or in any workplace.

It says more about the dark side of the human soul than it does about the extent of security measures.

100,000 people have burned in gasoline and Yale President Richard Levin knows this is Gov. Run genocide by suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar. Raymond Clark III's attitude led to a deadly workplace confrontation with 24-year-old Annie Le. In a Yale medical
school building.

I want to say something here... Bush his daughter was on the Today Show owned by GE on Friday reporting on the $1.2 Billion dollar
Cowboys Football Stadium her father build out of SPITE for Greg Buell Lovestar, me! I have written on this web that after the Coup on Bush-
Obama and the Texas and Saudi Oil Mne every Football Stadium on every Campus will have a State of the Arts Medical School built over it as
the niger football players are low life nigers who gang rape their mothers, daughters and even their grandmothers... this niger behavior is
in a UN report that 99% of nigers in Africa have raped their mom, daughter and grandma. So Bush's daughter on Today Show on Friday
had tour of the $1.2 Billion dollar Dallas Football stadium and a interview with a 12 year old Niger boy.

Were are the 100,000 cops and kids with gasoline burns over most of their bodies, did Jenna Bush take a pill and forget these burn victims of
her fathers?

Well back to Greg's retirement. I have not worked a $10 an hour job since March. Temp jobs from Westaff and Manpower have been all my jobs
since 1998 10 years as a temp. at Weststaff and Manpower are all "Orwellian", the girls who call me for a temp job know about the suppression
of the ElectricWindmillCar and the small business owners where I'm sent know about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.

In March I finished up a six month temp job at the Avalanche Beacon factory, BackCountry Access. I tried to sell them a new product, a GPS
Avalanche Beacon and GPS Tracker, ie for a ski party of 10 at Vail you can keep track of all 10 in your party if everyone had a GPS Tracker. I
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don't know if Bruno and Edge are going to make this or try to sell it to Sony. As a party of 10 visiting Tokyo would need a hand held GPS
Tracker to keep track of everyone in their party in Tokyo. I would like to get at least one wife from Tokyo, a supercomputer literate women
from NEC, to help brainstory the Rx Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer and 1,001 other invention projects.

Bruno and Edge the owners harassed me, spit on me for not massacaring women and kids in Vietnam, and let the engineers from Nepal and
India spit on me for not massacaring women and kids in Vietnam.

So I have to do something. Oh, These guys visit Thailand and of course have sex with kids, our George Orwell observers have made comments
about this on and off for a year but no arrest ???

The New York Times put a front page story in the paper last week that my idea to expose domestic violence on white women via nigers put
them on YouTube videos. This is illegal in our George Orwell Society... I should have guesses as much!

I also had a six month temp job at Blue Mountain Arts Greeting Cards and Susan Shultz the writer and owner serves sugar bowls of cocaine
at her parties, has been going on since 1975 when the woman I was living with in Estes Park when to one of her parties. She came home and
told me about all the sugar bowls of cocaine at the party. The partes and cocaine has been going on from 1975 to 2009 really! Millions of
dollars in greeting card profits went for cocaine! I want to expose how much of every dollar from every small business goes for cocaine and
for the rappers songs cd's etc

One of our George Orwell observers said she would get me a job but nothing so far and no donations in my post office box as our George
Orwell will not let anyone a send a check.

Ten years between MD visits so I need to get a physical and our Health care debate will go on until after the Coup. $6.50 is the cheapest
Medicare plan $79.50 is the most expensive plan, this is the plan I will pick. I just read a message on the Senior news group that said Social
Security will not let you get Medicare until you are 65 unless you live in poverty, will I made $3,800 in 2009 so I live in poverty I will try to
get on Medicare on Oct 5th. Unless of course I get a windfall $$$

Dark side of men who murder at a Medical School are the MD's who are addicted to greed more than the Texas and Saudi Oil men (And
Bill Gates who knows about all the government run genocides). 100,000 burnt in fiery car wrecks have to pay for their burns in an Oil
Genocide Era. MD's at Yale know this.

Dark Side of men will be on the front pages of the New York Times after the Coup when I write the Headlines. Yale Presidents, all will be
arrested for mass murder after the Coup.

Annie Le was from Vietnam, all the old Generals in North Vietnam will be arrested and hanged for mass murder too. Burning Vietamese in
gasoline for oil money bribes. The dark side of war and Generals will be exposed in my editorial in the New York Times as these old Generals
in Hanoi - Ho Chi Minh City took oil money from Texas and Saudi oil men to let Vietnamese women and kid's burn in gasoline from 1980 to
2009. After fighting so hard to win the war, the North Vietnamese Generals sold out their peasants for a Swiss Bank account full of oil money.
Sick!

Dark side of men in my New York Times article will convict these North Vietnamese Generals of mass murder of their own wife's, daughters,
grandma's.

In the USA the POW McCain is guilty of mass murder of American wives, daughters, and grandma's via the Oil Genocide Era and the
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. McCain has a secret Swiss Bank account full of Oil Genocide money too $$$

Yale will have 3 shifts after the Coup, as the Coup Leaders will make the University Education mandatory! Yale Medical School will be free
and have 3 shifts of med students too to make up for the Top Brass programming the shortage of MD's so MD's can all be billionaires $$$

Yet Donald Trump would not let the 9-11 victims get $1 Billion each because he though this was to much compensation. When the Coup
Leaders confiscate all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, several Trillion dollars... 15 to 25 Trillion Dollars $$$ I would guess, everyone burned
in gasoline from 1980 to 2009 will get $1 Billion each, everyone from 9-11 too, this will give Donald Trump a heart attack to say the least, he
will be pulling out his hair in madness! A good example of the dark side of mans mentality in the rich and famous.

Dark Side of men is not just murder but being cheap with money too, as this murders someone too just ask Bill Gates!

Cadavers will be mandatory for every FRESHMAN at every University in the USA, as no one knows what the organs do! And my 1,001 Invention
Projects you must know your anatomy and physiology.

Leno could not name the Organs in his TEN AT TEN interviews with the rich and famous guest.

I hope to go to Yale New Haven Hospital for my 10 year physical as the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar as Class and Caste are everything
at Yale.

Yale MD's sold organs to Saudi Princes decades after the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dark side of man, you would think the
President of Yale would think before he said this.

Editorial in the New York Times on the Dark side of Man. The 1998 Yale Murder I will ask the FBI to arrest Van de Velde In 1998, Suzanne
Jovin, a 21-year-old was murdered, Van de Velde, then an unmarried, 38-year-old former naval intelligence officer served as Jovin's Thesis
adviser. Her subject was Osama bin Laden. Early on, authorities identified him as a Suspect, though they never said what evidence, if any,
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fueled that belief. He was hounded by national and local media. He had no alibi. He told police he had been home alone when Jovin was
stabbed 17 times in the back and neck on a cold December night and left slumped on the curb of a residential street, three-fifths of a mile
From Jovin's home. A month after Jovin's murder, Van de Velde says Yale fired him - canceling his classes, refusing to renew his contract and
telling him to stay away from students. Angry and demoralized, he eventually left town and went to Washington, where he worked for three
years as an analyst of weapons of mass destruction for the Defense Intelligence Agency. Later, he served in the State Department's diplomatic
corps. He now Works for a private firm, analyzing WMD and counterterrorism data. "I was destroyed," Van de Velde wrote to the AP. >>>>

2009 >>> We know 9-11 could have been prevented by the people Van de Velde went to work for in DC so I will ask the FBI after the coup to
arrest Van de Velda, we will be able to get all the top secret George Orwell cam video and transcripts of everything then. Clintons, both
husband and wife will hang if convicted of Oil Genoicde profiting!

Yale President and the number of students entering Yale Medical School. This is the dark side of man and the JAMA, all the medical and
science Journals are to expensive for Greg and 1,001 other inventors to read. I have been complaining about the cost of reading medical
journals for decades and Observers at Yale did nothing to make then free to read. This is the dark side of Men at Yale I will write about in
the New York Times when I gain control of the paper! And make some YouTube videos on.

Yale President Levin and vice president Lorimer know about the UN's criminal behavior in suppressing H and clean drinking water for 1
Billion people - read this story about the building Le's dead body was found in, the building is 2 years old and uses H2O to flush toilets not
get H and O from rainwater.

Dark side of man, were do the women like Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president play their role model in the dark sides of MEN?

Ms. Le's promising life ended in the basement of an ultramodern science building that has what other graduate students at Yale described as
tight security. A lab building on Amistad Street. The building, open for only two years, was planned to be energy efficient and
environmentally friendly. Among other things, it collects rainwater on the roof, treats it and circulates it through the building to flush the
toilets.

Linda Koch Lorimer, Yale's vice president is not a Goddess role model for Yale Men who want to get the Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for breast
cancer! And get H from rainwater.

>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best BDay,
unfortunately our George Orwell is burning Mad about several on going Genocides all Gov. Run.

1st week of Leno is over Leno did not joke about your flesh sizzling in a fiery LA car wreck.

I will work on the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer when ever our George Orwell let us, Greg and his wife's. 62nd BDay

How old was I in 1980 when I invented the ElectricWindmillCar? 40k women have died every year since 1980 of breast cancer. 

SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in gasoline on
Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009

SPITE of Bush and Texas Oil men murdered all these women just like North Vietnam Generals murder women who will burn in gasoline on
Greg's 62nd BDay 27 Sept 2009

>>> 27 Sept. 2009 will be Greg's 62nd BDay. Polygamy with Goddess Wives brainstorming 1,001 invention projects would be the Best BDay

9-11 2009 H2O clean drinking water for 5 billion
has been lost by a criminal UN --- Hydrogen and Oxygen in
massive amounts free from the gallons of H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the
electrolysis accessory. This free Hydrogen in huge amounts would have saved the lives of
100 kids every year since 1980 too who were left in hot cars to die as your
Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin has $7 Trillion from oil and
would let Russian drunks freeze in gasoline cars forever! Florida Power is building 2 more
nuclear Plants when you could generate your electricity with free Hydrogen! 

Serendipity LOST --- 1,001 Invention Projects you should be working on!
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9-11 2009                New York Times

 

9-11 2009                One Billionth Electric Windmill Car Coming Off the Ford
Assembly Line in 2009 On John Lennon's 69th BDay

 

9-11                 Would never have happened if Caroline Kennedy would have
exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar by Ted Kennedy in 1980!

 

 

9-11 2009                H2O clean drinking water for 5 billion has been lost by
a criminal UN --- Hydrogen and Oxygen in massive amounts free from the
gallons of H2O in your Electricwindmillcar via the electrolysis accessory
would have saved the lives of 100 kids every year since 1980 left in hot cars
to die as your Electricwinmillcar would be climate controlled 24/7 Putin
has $7 Trillion from oil and would let Russian drunks freeze in gasoline
cars forever! Florida Power is building 2 more nuclear Plants when you
could generate your electricity with free Hydrogen!

 

9-11 2009                $7 Trillion for NASA’s Hubble 2 and 3 and 4 has been
lost by NASA fags Jetting off Saudi Arabia and Texas for “Oil Genocide
Socializing” with our George Orwell!

 

9-11 2009                $1 Trillion for Health Care! In Saudi Arabia its been
free and you get “Organs from the USA” donated by our Presidents for a few
dollars.

 

9-11 2009                $1 Trillion for a Free University with free textbooks,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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Saudi Arabia has had this since the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in
1980

 

 

 

9-11 2009                40k women have died every year since 1980 of Breast
Cancer because the Pentagon Generals do not love their wifes and
daughters more than they are addicted to war… Wars they could have won
with the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Oil but didn’t want to win a war
without firing a shot and not with Greg Buell Lovestar’s invention.
Pentagon Generals are mentally ill, addicted to war as much as Saudi and
Texas Oil Men are addicted to Oil Money.

send cash or check to 
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Cell 303 548 9904 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
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CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web
is fixed up nicely... 

9-11 2009                Vick the niger who killed dogs by the 100’s and Vick’s
clones who killed dogs and white women by the thousands made the New
York Times again today. After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup there will be
mandatory YouTube videos of this domestic violence for white girls who are
ill-advised by a black Obama and a niger lover George Orwell - New York
Times put on the front page the day after I wrote this about Vick and nigers
putting it all on YouTube Videos will its against the law to show domestic
violence to let ill advised white girl grasp reality of befriending blacks.

9-11 2009.

 

9-11 2009                I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged, not
guillotined like the Frenchman Antoine Lavoisier in 1794. French Oil Men
and Presidents will be Guillotined in 2009 and 2010 by French cops burned
over most of their body in fiery gasoline wrecks! 

 

9-11 2009                Caroline Kennedy will be hanged by cops and kids with
burns over most their bodies, she alone could have prevented. She alone
could have prevented 9-11 too!

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
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9-11 2009               

 

9-11 2009                New York Times news after the…

 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat
 

 

9-11 2009                New York Times front page after I gain control of the
news!

 

http://www.endwaronearth.com/frenchinventorguillotined.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat 
To End War on Earth

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat 
To End War on Earth

 

 

7 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by Greg Buell Lovestar 

Serendipity LOST --- 1,001 Invention Projects you could work on - on Labor Day! 

 

Today is 7 Sept. 2009 

7 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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7 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by
Greg Buell Lovestar 

Serendipity LOST --- 1,001 Invention Projects you could work on - on Labor Day! 

 

Serendipity LOST --- 1,001 Invention Projects you could work on - on Labor Day! 

I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the Coup... by cops and kids
with gasoline burns over most of their bodies. Who's pictures on the front pages of the
New York Times have been deleted by Caroline Kennedy and her friends in our George
Orwell Society. Schwarzenegger and his Kennedy wife! 

An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in Afghanistan blew up
two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, causing a fiery explosion that killed up to
90 civilians. 

LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day Holiday and the News
will not report these civilian deaths by the Pentagon. 

An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era 1980 -2009 and the
Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more civilians are killed by Gates, and the
Pentagon on LA freeways in fiery wrecks. 

No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast Cancer
cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page for your 3 day
weekend work! 

Today Show NBC owned by GE stifles getting the Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast
Cancer via Gen Powell picking the "Black" stories which are light years from helping you
brainstorming a Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer. 

Gen Powell Yes! Donald Trump picks the Miss Universe winner too there is no vote my

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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Judges! Mean while Gen Powell executed the black women Robin on Good Morning
American who has breast cancer. Trump and Powell could have prevented 9-11 by
exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar invented in 1980 but didn't... this is
Treason and a serious crime even in a George Orwell Society! 

Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway.
1980 to 2009! 
I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the Coup... by cops and kids
with gasoline burns over most of their bodies. 
An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... news, air strike in Afghanistan blew up
two fuel trucks Friday morning 4 Sept. 2009, causing a fiery explosion that killed up to
90 civilians. 

LA freeway 90 civilians will burn and burn to death this Labor Day Holiday and the News
will not report these civilian deaths by the Pentagon. 

An addiction he calls as destructive as alcohol... Oil Genocide Era 1980 -2009 and the
Genocide of War in Afghanistan while more civilians are killed by the Gates, and the
Pentagon on LA freeways in fiery wrecks. 

No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast Cancer
cure via serendipity! No 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page for your 3 day
weekend work! 

Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Kennedy watched the
Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after
Kennedy got brain cancer he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin
for breast cancer via George Orwell! 

 

 

…she cut me off!  As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your Madness on
fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline in Our George Orwell’s Oil Genocide Era
from 1980 to 2009, No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast
Cancer cure via serendipity!  Or an invention project that nationalizes Microsoft, Los Alamos,
confiscates all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, pays out $1 Billion to each and everyone burned in
gasoline from 1980 – 2009.  Invests $100 trillion in a free University were textbooks are history,
were 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out, with a link to the 1,001 Invention Projects on the Los

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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Alamos Supercomputers a link to Los Alamos’s supercomputers built by IBM with oil genocide money
in an Oil Genocide Era from 1980 – 2009!  Supercomputer literate and literate in 1,001 Invention
Projects for the Class of 2010.

 

 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK
HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast
Cancer 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

Link to the Classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely 

Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide via our George Orwell who sets the gringo cat on fire along
with 100's a day in LA fiery wrecks and no Rx Penicillin miracle cure for Breast Cancer! 100 breast cancer deaths every
day all semester and no one will let you in on these statistics or who fired Greg Buell from the CU Bookstore. Genocide
via our George Orwell's suppression and firing Greg Buell Lovestar at the CU Bookstore, I was replaced by a Mexican who
will never ever work on a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure for Breast Cancer. 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
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One-Billionth Electric Windmill Car

Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2009

On John Lennon's 69th BDay

End War On Earth 

I got the ElectricWindmillCar invention during the Oil Embargo of
1980. 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/gastanker7mile.jpg 

In this picture in the small flames in front of the burning gasoline tanker is a SUV with
Mon Dad and 2 kids in the back seat, are burning to death. Bush, McCain and Kennedy
did this to Americans. This is a hate crime because 99.9% of those burned in gasoline
since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 are white cops and kids in the
back seat in the fiery car wrecks. 

1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by Greg Buell Lovestar 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

…she cut me off!  As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your Madness on
fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline in Our George Orwell’s Oil Genocide Era
from 1980 to 2009, No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast
Cancer cure via serendipity!  Or an invention project that nationalizes Microsoft, Los Alamos,
confiscates all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, pays out $1 Billion to each and everyone burned in
gasoline from 1980 – 2009.  Invests $100 trillion in a free University were textbooks are history,
were 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out, with a link to Los Alamos’s supercomputer built by IBM
with oil genocide money in an Oil Genocide Era from 1980 – 2009!  Supercomputer literate and
literate in 1,001 Invention Projects for the Class of 2010.

 

 

…she cut me off!  As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your Madness on

http://www.endwaronearth.com/
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/gastanker7mile.jpg
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fires via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline in Our George Orwell’s Oil Genocide Era
from 1980 to 2009, No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast
Cancer cure via serendipity!

 

 

1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by
Greg Buell Lovestar 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

Serendipity and 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web page!

 

Manhattan Project was 1 invention project…

 

I will publish a list of 1,001 Invention Projects all spelled out on this web page!

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

A woman in the thrift store in Nederland on Saturday 29 Aug 2009 asked me if I rock climb as I
was buying some new, old 30" pants.  I said I did try it to get a “rush of inspiration” that would
reveal to me how gravity is generated… she cut me off!  As George Orwell does not want me to get
any fires of serendipity for how gravity is generated or get an Rx Penicillin Breast Cancer cure via
serendipity!

 

I plan on using the IBM supercomputer at Los Alamos after the coup with the help of the scientist
there.  And many many women who will not follow orders from George Orwell to cut me off in a
conversation about getting how gravity is generated.
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1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by Greg Buell Lovestar 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

Serendipity - Gravity how it’s generated.  While rock climbing is the only time I think strongly
about the gravity of our situation in not knowing how gravity is generated.  Yes rock climbing I can
feel gravity with all my body and mind, gravity to pull the idea how gravity is generated out of my
human mind.  I would not recommend rock climbing to anyone until after I get the invention “Gravity
Control”.

 

 The Universe, would this be a serendipity invention?

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

George Orwell put a stop to this conversation with the woman I was talking to about getting a
serendipity discovery not by accident but like a woman who can catch your eye, change your train
of thought to how is gravity generated.

 

Same thing going up rock climbing, you never know how your thoughts are generated, but you know
rock climbing or catching a look at a certain woman can bring a discovery or invention into your
consciousness.

 

Consciousness is like gravity, no one knows how it ’s generated.

 

Serendipity is the effect by which one accidentally discovers something, especially while looking for
something entirely unrelated.

 

Coined by Horace Walpole on 28 January 1754 in a letter he wrote to his friend.
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1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by Greg Buell Lovestar 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

Serendipitous discoveries are of significant value in the advancement of science and often present
the foundation for important intellectual leaps of understanding.

 

The amount of contribution of serendipitous discoveries varies extensively among the several
scientific disciplines.  Pharmacology and chemistry are probably the fields where serendipity is more
common.

 

Most authors who have studied scientific serendipity both in a historical, as well as in an
epistemological point of view, agree that a prepared and open mind is required on the part of the
scientist or inventor to detect the importance of information revealed accidentally.

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web page!

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

This is the reason why most of the related accidental discoveries occur in the field of specialization
of the scientist not the student!

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.
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The French scientist Louis Pasteur also famously said: "In the fields of observation chance favors
only the prepared mind.

 

 William Shakespeare expressed the same sentiment 250 years earlier in act 4 of his play Henry V:
"All things are ready if our minds be so."

 

 

Louis Pasteur.  While investigating the properties of sodium ammonium tartrate he was able to
separate for the first time the two optical isomers of the salt.  His luck was twofold: it is the only
racemate salt to have this property, and the room temperature that day was slightly below the
point of separation.

 

 

Teflon, by Roy J. Plunkett, who was trying to develop a new gas for refrigeration and got a slick
substance instead, which was used first for lubrication of machine parts

 

 

Cyanoacrylate-based Superglue (a.k.a. Krazy Glue) was accidentally twice discovered by Dr. Harry
Coover, first when he was developing a clear plastic for gun sights and later, when he was trying to
develop a heat-resistant polymer for jet canopies.

 

 

Scotchgard moisture repellant, used to protect fabrics and leather, was discovered accidentally in
1953 by Patsy Sherman.  One of the compounds she was investigating as a rubber material that
wouldn't deteriorate when in contact with aircraft fuel spilled onto a tennis shoe and would not wash
out; she then considered the spill as a protectant against spills.
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Cellophane, a thin, transparent sheet made of regenerated cellulose, was developed in 1908 by
Swiss chemist Jacques Brandenberger, as a material for covering stain-proof tablecloth.

 

 

The chemical element helium.  British chemist William Ramsay isolated helium while looking for argon
but, after separating nitrogen and oxygen from the gas liberated by sulfuric acid, noticed a bright-
yellow spectral line that matched the D3 line observed in the spectrum of the Sun.

 

 

The chemical element Iodine was discovered by Bernard Courtois in 1811, when he was trying to
remove residues with strong acid from the bottom of his saltpeter production plant which used
seaweed ashes as a prime material.

 

 

Polycarbonates, a kind of clear hard plastic

Rayon, the first synthetic silk, was discovered by French chemist Hilaire de Chardonnet, an
assistant to Louis Pasteur.  He spilled a bottle of collodion and found later that he could draw thin
strands from the evaporated viscous liquid.

 

 

Aspartame (NutraSweet) was accidentally ingested by G.D. Searle chemist James Schlatter, who
was trying to develop a test for an anti-ulcer drug.

Saccharin was accidentally discovered during research on coal tar derivatives.

 

 

Saran (plastic) was discovered when Ralph Wiley had trouble washing beakers used in development of
a dry cleaning product.  It was soon used to make plastic wrap.

 

 

Penicillin by Alexander Fleming.  He failed to disinfect cultures of bacteria when leaving for his
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vacations, only to find them contaminated with Penicillium molds, which killed the bacteria. 
However, he had previously done extensive research into antibacterial substances.

 

Viagra (sildenafil citrate), an anti-impotence drug.  It was initially studied for use in hypertension
and angina pectoris.  Phase I clinical trials under the direction of Ian Osterloh suggested that the
drug had little effect on angina, but that it could induce marked penile erections.

 

 

Discovery of the principle behind inkjet printers by a Canon engineer.  After putting his hot
soldering iron by accident on his pen, ink was ejected from the pen's point a few moments later.

 

 

Some ideas and concepts that came to scientists through accidents or even dreams are also
considered a kind of serendipity.  Some examples

Isaac Newton's famed apple falling from a tree, led to his musings about the nature of gravitation.

 

Archimedes' prototypical cry of Eureka when he realized that his body displacing water in the
bathtub allowed him to measure the volume of any irregular body, such as a gold crown.

 

1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by Greg Buell Lovestar 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

Serendipity and 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web page!

 

Manhattan Project was 1 invention project…

 

I will publish a list of 1,001 Invention Projects all spelled out on this web page!
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1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by
Greg Buell Lovestar 

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar.

 

 

…she cut me off!  As George Orwell does not want me to get you Mad as Hell, set your Madness on
fire via gasoline, expose anyone set on fire via gasoline in Our George Orwell’s Oil Genocide Era
from 1980 to 2009, No serendipity for how gravity is generated or getting an Rx Penicillin Breast
Cancer cure via serendipity!  Or an invention project that nationalizes Microsoft, Los Alamos,
confiscates all the Texas and Saudi Oil money, pays out $1 Billion to each and everyone burned in
gasoline from 1980 – 2009.  Invests $100 trillion in a free University were textbooks are history,
were 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out, with a link to Los Alamos’s supercomputer built by IBM
with oil genocide money in an Oil Genocide Era from 1980 – 2009!  Supercomputer literate and
literate in 1,001 Invention Projects for the Class of 2010.

 

1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on this web page -serendipity!

 

 

1 September 2009   Front Page of the      New York Times      by Greg Buell Lovestar. 

1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by
Greg Buell Lovestar 

Long time cops and kids in LA have been burning in fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeway.
1980 to 2009! 

I think Caroline Kennedy will be hanged on the first day of the Coup... 
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Caroline Kennedy could be hanged by the Coup leaders as Ted Kennedy watched the
Hidden Camera Video of the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then after
Kennedy got brain cancer he stifled Greg Buell Lovestar from working on a Rx Penicillin
for breast cancer via George Orwell! 

1 September 2009 Front Page of the New York Times after the coup when written by
Greg Buell Lovestar 

Please send cash or check to 
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Cell 303 548 9904 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

22 Aug 2009 ---- gov. perks for Blacks and Mexicans, even on NBC Today Show Hero Al Roker while GE spits on Officer Jason burned to death sitting in his
cops car writing a niger a ticket, Matt and all the women went on and on making Al Roker a Saint instead of a "Vick" setting the dog on fire via gasoline... GE
profits from this gasoline genocide! CIA was blackmailed to let the 

Temps are now USA Citizens while our George Orwell hires Mexicans and Blacks without a resume or background check. Best Buy, Safeway, Kroger, Stop sign
holder at every construction site everywhere Mexicans are working. CU Campus CU Bookstore Mexicans replaced Gringos, via orders from the TOP our George
Orwell... only in a "Oil Genocide Era" would they set so many cats on fire while in LA 100's a day burn and burn to death in fiery gasoline wrecks. Breast
cancer Rx Penicillin cure is spit on by the 5 women who run the CU Bookstore this semester how many women will die of breast cancer this semester... don't ask
in the CU Bookstore they will spit in your face and call a Mexican to escourt you out the door without letting you stop to read a textbook. 

Kelly Services a Temp agency and Manpower go along with this genocide that kills 10's of thousands of gringo temps a year. It's now a genocide! FBI will arrest
everyone at Kelly and Manpower when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed for killing gringos in the USA, Boulder CO. 

New York Times Today 10 Aug 2009 

CBS Early show had 1 Orwellian comment this morning, about suppressing the electricwindmillcar since 1980 caused a cascade of government genocides... one on
top of the other leading up to today when our "George Orwell" has several "cascading genocides" all going on today killing 100's today and tomorrow just in the
USA. All are government run genocides. From burning in gasoline in fiery wreck, to mom drinking Coors, smoking pot with the kids in the minivan, to fat with no
Ephreda, to MIT scientists working on War Toys today instead of a Rx Penicillin for Breast Cancer. And their are several more on going genocides just read the
rest of the web page. Last I have to mention I'm still suppressed by our local MD's in Boulder CO and the Tebo Family Cancer Center from working on a Rx
Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer Today and Tomorrow. No telling when our "George Orwell" will come out from behind the hidden cameras and put Greg Buell
Lovestar to work with a few wifes... ps if you are a gov. employee or former one and want to help send cash as our George Orwell has kick me out of the CU
Bookstore as cashier as I stopped to read to many text books on the way back from break. They hired Mexican Pit Bulls for cashiers who never, ever read a
text book on the way back from break! Grin.. Only our "George Orwell" could "cascade" so many genocides! Even Mexican Pit Bull Cashiers are a Genocide as they
lost 1 billion social inventions from the gringos who were fired! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos 

Fiery Wrecks on the 4th of July 2009 will go unreported in our Orwellian Nightly News... 

4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 

4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
mailto:inventor@electricwindmillcar.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
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4th of July 2009 Inventors will go with a dual-socket Intel Xeon 5500-series system. The Xeon (DP) W5580 offers more speed than the AMD 2400 series. HP
offers the W5580 processor only in a 1-way configuration in its Z800 system, which sells for about $6700. A dual-socket E5530-based Z800 is available for
$7800. Dell the only major vendor to sell a dual-socket W5580 workstation. A Precision T5500 system equipped with two W5580 processors currently sells for
about $6620. 

call Greg Buell at 303 548 9904 

PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 

Make this 4th of July 2009 a Fiery Independance Day for "our" Observers who are watching but not watching out for a Rx Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer in
July 2009!

Link to the Classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely 

Blacks and Mexicans have profited from this gasoline genocide! 

One-Billionth Electric Windmill Car

Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2009

On John Lennon's 69th BDay

End War On Earth 

I got the ElectricWindmillCar invention during the Oil Embargo of
1980. 

Call me at 303 548 9904 

Above is coup news on www.endwaronearth.com.

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 

Impeach Bush
End War On Earth

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.endwaronearth.com/
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/impeachbush.html
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One-Billionth Electric Windmill Car

Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2008

On John Lennon's 68th BDay

 

..Imagine song rewritten... by Greg Buell updated with the electric windmill car
suppression ...

 

Yoko missed me writing a poem about her and Lennon's fight over his widow not exposing
the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar... 

 

Paul McCartney knows about the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar and is paid off by
the governments of Britain and the USA not to write a song about this. My e mail
address is inventor84@att.net

  http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/nasawomen1.html 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/nasawomen1.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos is a new directory I started and made public
for everyone to view...

 

27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars 

27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat 

27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives 

9-11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when he was watching me on
hidden cameras, he then started the worst gasoline genocide in history. All 100 Sentators will end up hanging for the gasoline genocide. 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bustedteethpictures.html

E mail me... Greg Buell

 

 

End War On Earth = newest domain!
www.endwaronearth.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/bustedteethpictures.html
mailto:inventor84@att.net
http://www.endwaronearth.com/
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http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gregweb900k.jpg

Queen Elizabeth toasted the "let them eat cake" and
"let them burn in gasoline... we need the oil money."

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gregweb900k.jpg
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/coplogo.bmp

This is a large very large picture of Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of
many fortune 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k cops in
the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer jason burn in their cop car years and decades
after the invention of the electric windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE
and Bill Gates at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they got
bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on...

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/coplogo.bmp
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Impeach Bush
Go to Google   http://www.google.com/

Copy and paste...      site:http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

                                site:http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com

 
F22 gassing up

F22 Burning Fuel

 
 

A Sony movie "1984" - 007

Better than Casio Royal action as 007 in Our New "1984" will have a

ElectricWindMillCar Coup D'Etat Killing the Oil Men

007 in Our New " 1984" Sony Movie about out Oil Genocide Era

 

Electric Windmill Car...

Coup D'Etat News has be updated daily on the link below...

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/impeachbush.html
http://www.google.com/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/f22gasingup.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/f22burningfuel.jpg
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html
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So Coup D'Etat News 9 Aug 2007 <<<<<<<< Finally got a new web host Network
Solutions $119 for 1 year and got 3 domain names, End War on Earth wow no one
wanted this domain name in our "1984" War is great society. 

 

Kennedy drove off the bridge killing the girl and 1 billion other people. 

Those who let Kennedy keep his Senate Seat after he drove off the bridge never imagined their
decision would lead to Kennedy killing 1 billion people   

Kennedy turn out to be the worst mass murderer
via suppressing the Electric Windmill Car. In the
history of the Earth killing 1 billion to 4 billion
people by suppressing the electric windmill car
wow! 
Those who let Kennedy keep his Senate Seat after he drove off the bridge never
imagined their decision would lead to Kennedy killing 1 billion people by driving off the
bridge of political decisions going along with the suppression of the electric windmill car
and letting cops like office Jason burn in fiery car wrecks in their cop cars. 

Still Kennedy would not expose the suppression as he is a leader of its suppression. 9-11
took off from Boston, Kennedy had since 1980 when he Observed me on hidden cameras
brainstorming the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar and voted in the Senate to
suppress it... Kennedy could of prevented 9-11 besides killing 1 billion others via the
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suppression of the Electric Windmill Car since 1980 
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Kennedy will Hang in Boston Square and a memorial eternal
flame from a burnt out cop car will by next to his grave, though I want Kennedy buried
next to Saddam. Ha.

 

 

 

Jews will lose the state of Israel for going along
with the Oil Genocide Era that killed 6 million white cops in the
USA, Moscow, Beijing, and around the world. Jews in 2006 profited from the oil
genocide and the pay off is Swiss Bank Accounts from oil money. Genocide by Jews for
more oil money while someone else's kids and cops burn in gasoline.
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Pope will lose Vatican City to those burned in gasoline... Vatican City
will be a memorial to genocides that paid the Pope's billions in oil money to go along with
let others burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. 100's of burnt out cop
cars will be nail to crosses on the roads and highways leading to Rome and the Vatican
City.

Bill Gates and his wife killed hundreds of millions of inventors, and most were HS and
University students.

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

Happy Birthday Poem was in the windows below Paula the owner of MacDonald’s bookstore
was a friend in 1975 and put the card printed in a wedding invitation format in the
windows of her bookstore.

Bush drove by this MacDonald's store window 3
weeks before 9-11 heading for the YMCA Resort to bribe YMCA leaders
into going along with the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car and me... from getting
any more inventions. And to stop me from even visiting Estes Park which bush succeeded
to do as I have not been to Estes Park in 10 years. 

In the years since 1975 I have see and talked to Paula several times, to say the least I
impressed her with the invention of the electric windmill car in 1980, unfortunately
Estes Park is the HQ for retired generals and full Bird Cols's who could not care who
burned in fiery car wreck... the enemy or you and your kids on the highways of the
USA. 

There will be a small Oil Genocide Trial in Estes
just for the YMCA and retired Generals... 

Killing thousands of the enemy or 3 million in Vietnam left all the retired Generals in
Estes Park callous like the 12 Roman Caesars... side effect from going into villages in

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
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Vietnam or Iraq and killing all the women and children because the men are out fighting
the war. 

So typical behavior in war... Vietnam should have pictured
the 3 million women and kids killed... now 60k women and kids killed in Iraq and 7 million
in the USA will burn in fiery car wrecks for more oil money to pay for the war in Iraq. 

All this in a 1984 society were no observer cares if they are caught on video saying ...

"let them burn in gasoline... we need the Texas Oil money...."
everyone on MSNBC has said this! 

Clinton and his wife said this every day for 8 years.... Bush and Bush and both their
wives said this every day for 8 years and now 7 million cops and kids have been burned
and burned to death on the highways and roads of the USA so Texas Oil men can keep
the money flowing.

Paula is 77 years old now I am 59 years old now looking back to 1975 and Paula, yes she
was a fox and single.... and a book store geek... we could of ended war on Earth if we
hooked up in 1975!

wow - the ones who got away... grin!

Happy Birthday Poem was in the windows above, Paula the owner of MacDonald’s
bookstore was a friend in 1975... five years before the invention of the electric
windmill car in 1980. Since then 7 million cops and kids have burned and burned to death
in gasoline for more oil money for Bush and Texas to bribe the YMCA, City Hall USA
and even Police Chiefs and Generals to let their troops burn to death in gasoline.
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>

Officer Jason will hang Kennedy, McCain, Bush

Officer Jason will taunt Kennedy, McCain, Bush
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Daily Camera newspaper reporters tore up
Officers Jason's pictured above when I put up posters of this web
page on the Pearl Street Mall, which is next to the newspaper HQ. Only a man could
destroy a picture of a cop burnt in gasoline when his cop car was rear ended, a women
even a women in this Orwellian Society would not have torn up the cops picture above.

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1001inventionprojects.jpg
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/cop200k.jpg
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DC Cops ----- will take as much oil money as possible letting other cops burn in gasoline like
Officer Jason above as long as they can take the money and run to the bank, DC Cops live for the
money to Hell with the Officer Jason's$$$$$$$$$

Beijing Cops ----- will burn Hu and his Communist Ruling Class in gasoline when they find out the
electric windmill car has been suppressed since 1980 and Hu and his gang of oil genocide nigers let
them burn in gasoline since 1980 via the USA government and Texas Oil men... Hu will be burnt
alive in gasoline... according to Chinese history.

Boulder Colorado USA Cops ----- will keep their jobs doing nothing for cops in Beijing or
Moscow etc.

Moscow Cops ----- will Kill Putin and his whole family... just like the Czar as they will be out
for Justice against the Oil Czar and Oil Men Hitler's... Putin will be see as worst than the Czar
and Hitler, Moscow Cops will have no mercy at all!

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/gastanker7mile.jpg

 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/gastanker7mile.jpg
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In the small flame in front of the burning gasoline tanker are 3 people in a SUV burning
to death for more oil money, Bush and the Observers in our Orwellian Society admitted
they are addicted to oil money to pay for their wars in Iraq... not 700 new Shuttles and
the cure for cancer, free University and of course Sicko... free health care.

ElectricWindMillCar Coup D'Etat News  

4 July 2007
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$  Independence Day from Oil - Lets start building 700 Shuttles for
Alpha Centauri  4.3 light years from Earth $$$$$$$$$$$

Day after Independence Day I wrote in my diary
no one burned in gasoline was remembered on Nightly News on Independence Day 2007
because they are all being suppressed, 10's of thousands of Americans who have been
burned in gasoline... all were missing in action from the Nightly News yesterday. PS GE
owns NBC so after the oil genocide trials in DC. GE will be prohibited from building any
electric windmill cars or parts for any and no hydrogen jet engines (remember we get
free hydrogen from our gallon of h2o in our electric windmill car) so none from GE as
they are oil genocide criminals on Independence Day

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$  Independence Day from Oil Lets start building 700 Shuttles for
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years away $$$$$$$$$$$

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. Another
Genocide, this one I call the "oil Genocide" because the Electric Windmill Car was
invented in 1980...

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric
Windmill car and you get Oxygen, and Hydrogen from free electrolysis. Take a
canister of your free hydrogen made with your electric windmill car into your house and
you will get free electricity and free fuel for your furnace and air conditioning. Xcel will
be completely out of business - Our Public Service Co. ps Your electric windmill car will
be climate controlled just like your home so no more "Hot" cars and kids dying from
being left in a hot car in the summer time... MD's + Presidents have known about this
spin off invention for the last 20 years and 100 kids a year have died in hot cars...
Bush is sickening!
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Please Help me get my busted teeth fixed... $3k
Greg Buell  PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

phone 303 443 6270 
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Cell 3035489904    

thanks    

PS I posted more pictures on the Busted Teeth pages...All these Busted Teeth are from
bad parts from the dentists... really!  Please talk to your engineers and reinvent
dentistry! $$$$$$$$$$

 

 

 

Please Help me get my busted teeth fixed... $3k
Greg Buell  PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

phone 303 443 6270 Cell 3035489904    thanks    PS I posted more pictures on the
Busted Teeth pages...All these Busted Teeth are from bad parts from the dentists...
really!  Please talk to your engineers and reinvent dentistry! $$$$$$$$$$
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/

 

Coup D'Etat News   18 June 2007
 

5 Star General Pace got fired day after I got
fired from my warehouse job at Blue Mountain Arts.

I will get the Coup D'Etat leaders, the one's who do pull off a successful Coup D'Etat
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of the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar since Oct. 1980. To replace the picture
under the glass on General Pace's desk with the picture of Officer Jason's burned
face... Gen Pace should of replaced it himself. Why didn't the General save the
thousands of cops and kids who will burn in gasoline in 2007? We will find out when Gen
Pace testifies at the Oil Genocide Trials in DC.

 

 

18 June 2007 Coup D'Etat News   18 June 2007

 

Monday, Coup D'Etat leaders are still hidden behind the hidden cameras in our Orwellian
Society; Nightly News on CBS, ABC, NBC reported on some of the governments
genocides this week if you read between the lines. 

 

CBS Nightly News portrayed MD's as being worse than the Texas and
Saudi Oil men combined when you realize they profited off cancer surgery and drugs...
by $100's of billions billed to Medicare and cancer patients. Selling worthless drugs that
are placebos for huge oil mentality profits.

 

ABC Nightly News reported that All the MD's at Martin Luther
King Hospital are mass murderers, and everyone knows this. Yet Bush can not stop this
killing of patients in massive numbers because he would have to admit he ordered it in
the first place, via getting them into Yale Medical School and passing them when they
really failed at Yale Medical School. ABC Nightly News would have enough on Bush to
Hang him in public. 
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MD's in Boulder Colorado just build a new $10 million dollar cancer
building to cash in on the Medicare rip off profits.

 

Government Observers in this Orwellian Society let this Cancer Center be built when
they knew the $$$$$ statistics MD bill Medicare is a crime.

 

This is a government perk to steal from Medicare
and cancer patients in Boulder Colorado because MD's let cops and kids burn and burn to
death in our Oil Genocide Era and don't protest the suppression of the electric windmill
car and... the stifling of Greg Buell from getting a true cure for cancer. 

 

Nightly News will expose these perks paid to
Boulder Colorado MD's  when the electric windmill car is exposed.

 

City of Boulder DA call to tell me they have a witness to testify against me getting run
over in the cross walk on my bike. Of course they hid behind hidden cameras in this
Orwellian Society when they called me but I imagine most the DA's in Boulder and in the
USA will be arrested for Genocide by cops with faces burned in gasoline, like officer
Jason's burned face in gasoline.

 

Young women DA's have been seduced by a government that is so addicted to oil money
that it pours gasoline over 100's of people a week and sets them on fire. 

 

Worst than this is the lost inventions from the suppression of the electric windmill cars.

 

Loss of other no yet invented perpetual motion machines other than the electric windmill
car.
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 Add in the insult from Bush of a Free University
for Saudi Arabia for the last 30 years, and $1 trillion in student loans
here in the USA while Bush has $4 trillion in oil money sitting idle in Banks. Not used
for a TB cure or 700 new Shuttles.

 

This week University of Colorado Foundation employees came out of their building I bike
by and spit at me... as they have $400 million in cash in Colorado Banks, they do not
spend any of their donations on Campus or on Students.... or on a cure for anything,
Stupid, I think they have been brain washed by the Oil Genocide Mentality, talk
between observers behind the hidden cameras. Leno Jokes repeated by CU employees,
let them burn in gasoline we need the oil money... Oil Genocide Trials in Boulder
Colorado will not be a Joke to the cops with faces burned in gasoline.

 

 

 

 

Coup D'Etat News   18 June 2007

Hilton is in jail and the NY Times put Kennedy and Hilton on
the front page of the NY Times yesterday and did not mention Kennedy drove
off a bridge killing his girlfriend and didn't go to jail. Needless to say Kennedy observed
the video of me brainstorming and inventing the Electricwindmillcar in Oct. of 1980...
and then let the Texas Oil men run the worst Genocide in the history of the human race
killing 7 million via gasoline. Kennedy will hang at the Oil Genocide Trials in Boston. To
say the least...
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Coup D'Etat news for 10 June 2007 on the personal front is I sent out 75 resumes and
the resume is posted on my www.electricwindmillcar.com web page.

 

No one has offered me a job or sent a donation.

 

Government observers are worst than George Orwell could of ever written about - grin.

 

Went to court here in Boulder Colorado for getting hit on my bike in the
middle of a cross walk by a CU student with no license, no
insurance and no registration.
 

George Orwell writing in any of his books about getting run over in a cross walk and
getting a ticket... it's not 1984 and things are worst - big brother is watching with
cameras at every intersection but he is not watching out for you as those who drive with
a suspended or restricted license and no insurance are about 25% of the drivers on the
roads.

 

Not just here in Boulder Colorado but in every city in the USA... ha! Coup D'Etat
leaders will put air bags on the outside of  electricwindmillcars and license plates
and drivers license's will be tracked live every time you get in your new
electricwindmillcar not just that you have a valid drivers license but that you have
insurance, registration and are not to old, drunk or drugged to drive....

 

Big Brother is watching now you know why I wrote Big Brother is not watching out for
you.

 

Electricwindmill Coup D'Etat leaders will build 700 new shuttles paid for by
all the money the oil men have in Swiss banks, and the heat titles on the
new shuttles will not peal back on launch... I will update this news when Atlantis lands
or disintegrates in orbit while trying to land...
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NASA has taken to many oil genocide bribes to say the least. Coup D'Etat leaders will
not be anyone from NASA as John Glenn sold out to the oil men 20 years ago.

 

 

 

Electricwindmill Coup D'Etat leader will not be the Pope as he just meet with Bush a
couple days ago and did not expose the suppression of the electricwindmillcar and help
those who will burn in gasoline in 2007.

 

Pope will burn in hell in God's gasoline... Priest
will too.
 

 

Coup D'Etat News   10 June 2007

Greg at Blue Mountain Arts June 2007

Picture is now on my ATT Web....
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

 

The machine I'm sitting in front of is called a Longford and it put the greeting cards
with the envelopes then they get put in plastic... Most 99% of Blue Mountain Arts work
is done in Asia to make more money... I wondered if Susan invested in oil knowing about
the suppression of the electricwindmillcar? After writing the kind of super sentimental
cards and books she is famous for. Oh Joyce Carol Oats was in Boulder Colorado last
Tuesday, she did not call me, I sent her some postcards of Officers Jason's burnt face

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
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last year too.

 

 

 

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

Picture of Blue Mountain Arts is on the web above...

Greg all I want is my 2 front teeth for Christmas; Blue Mountain
Arts management didn't help me get a set of dentures... I think
General Orwell had something to do with this management decision, but I did get a new
Rx for my eyeglasses and got some new bifocals, which I have been without for the last
5 years because of being a temp in a Orwellian Society. In a Oil Genocide Era probably
is more accurate as the oil men hate me and I hate them for burning so many in gasoline
for more oil money.... this is a sick Orwellian Society in an Oil Genocide Era and the
guy in a Denver Hospital with TB is another story of Big Brother watching but not
getting a cure for TB with the oil money in Swiss banks... Bush and the top brass would
rather keep their ill-gotten oil money in Swiss Banks than use it to get a cure for TB.

Greg's new FS bike I picked up for $90 to bike up the Mt. I biked to Mount Audubon
on the first day the Forest Service opened the road. Great design as this is the first
time in my life 59 years old that I have ever ridden a FS bike and its great for going
straight up the mountain road, as you are bent over forward and all your pressure is on
the peddles... I biked from Ward to Audubon without stopping 45 mins uphill... wow I
did some shop talk with the guy getting new breaks and came up with a gear box in the
rear wheel to replace the chain and your shifters could have AA batteries to sent the
shift signal to the gear box in the real wheel wow... no chain and no gear cables... but
we will have to wait until after the Oil Genocide Era as the top brass is not giving out
any orders for any social inventions. Ha.

 

 

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
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This is one of my invention projects Schwarzenegger made the movie after reading my
Total Recall poem. Then stifled me in working on a total recall memory pill. 

 

This in the cross I was run over by a right turn CU student with no license, no insurance
and no registration yet I got the a bike ticket for crossing with the flashing red wait,
which the DA said no one waits. The CU student hit the back of my bike in the second
white stripe in the cross walk I was right in front of him again the DA said what was he
looking at when he drove into my bike... you guess what the students are on... grin.

 

Ward small town at 9k feet you turn left a mile up this road and then bike straight up
the mountain road for 45 minutes without stopping to get to the Forest Service pay
station $8 a car $1 a bike and the government has trillions of dollars from the Oil
Genocide Era... and everyone in Saudi Arabia gets free University and free health care
and organ transplants from Americans as Bush makes money selling organs from
Americans to Saudi Princes while other Americans waiting for the same organs die...
wow!

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 

 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/
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Queen Elizabeth toasted the "let them eat cake" and
"let them burn in gasoline... we need the oil money."
 

Coup D'Etat News   8 May 2007
 
Cops at the White House failed to arrest the Queen of England and King Bush, Why? Bush's
toast to the Queen is Why!

Queen Elizabeth II toasted the "let them eat cake" and "let them burn in gasoline... we need
the oil money."

Queen Elizabeth II toasted the "let them eat cake" and "let them burn in gasoline... we need the oil
money."

 

Yet the cops at the White House failed to Arrest the Queen of England for pouring
gasoline on cops in their cop cars and setting them on fire, thousands of cops, tens of
thousands of cops...

And thousands of teens set on fire by an 81 year old Queen of England...

And the cops at the White House didn't arrest her. Why?

 

Queen Elizabeth II beheaded at the White House...beheaded at the Tower of London.

Judgment of Henry the VIII infected Elizabeth's decision to go along with suppressing the
electric windmill car.

1980 to 2007

For more oil money, while Saudi Arabia makes hundreds of times more money than BP and Texas Oil men
combined.
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Queen visited NASA today May 8, 2007 and talked to those at the Space Station. Yet the $700 billion
Bush wasted on Iraq War would of built 700 new shuttles and they could of landed at 700 moon bases.

 

Lost...

Lost... Island Earth

 

 

 

Win Win in the Coup D'Etat News is...
Win Win in the Coup D'Etat News is...

Leno's jokes about Boulder Colorado and people's
sizzling flesh burning in gasoline,

have now been replace with the Jay Leno joke that he knows nothing about the 7 million cops and kids
burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks since 1980 when the electric windmill car was invented
while Observers behind the hidden cameras observed the thought process leading up to the invention of
the electric windmill car and then reported this to the Top Brass in Kennedy's Ruling Class in October of
1980...

 

Then Kennedy's judgment poured gasoline over millions of cops in their cop cars and ruined the
lives of tens of thousands of teens burned in fiery car wrecks.

Ruling class should be beheaded and I'm positive if my face was burnt in gasoline like Officer Jason's is
I would get my revenge after a successful Coup D'Etat.
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American cops will arrest Queen Elizabeth II... hopefully the next time she visits the White
House.

 

5 May 1965 I got married for the 1st time. Now married to getting the cure for cancer
and gravity control, my revenge on Bush, Kennedy and the others who suppressed the
thousands of spin off inventions from the electric windmill car.

Total Recall was only a
Swartzniger Movie not real Total
Recall

-Bush is stupid as Leno's jokes
make him out to be!  
 

 

 

5 May 2007

Oil Genocide 2007 Coup D'Etat News

5 May 2007 Street Sense of burning people in fiery car wrecks for more oil money in an
Orwellian Society, never getting caught in a Coup D'Etat -Bush is stupid as Leno's jokes
make him out to be!

Leno's jokes about Boulder
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Colorado and people's sizzling
flesh burning in gasoline  
 

Leno's jokes about Boulder Colorado and people's
sizzling flesh burning in gasoline have been replace with the Jay
Leno joke that he knows nothing about the 7 million cops and kids burned and burned to
death in fiery car wrecks since 1980 when the electric windmill car was invented while
the Observers behind the hidden cameras observed and reported to the Top Brass in
this Sick Orwellian Society...

 

5 May 2007 married to getting the cure for cancer and gravity control when General
Orwell comes out from behind the hidden cameras in this Orwellian Society, a
Orwellian Society George Orwell would never believe. Orwell would never have thought
the Queen of England would be in the USA in 2007 for the running of the 133rd
Kentucky Derby after going along with the worst genocide in history, burning 133,000
cops and kids every year since 1980 in gasoline for more British Oil money. 

 

One-Billionth Electric Windmill Car

Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2007

On John Lennon's 67 BDay

 

5 May 1965 I got married for the 1st time.

Fiery 2007 Coup D'Etat News
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I will rewrite "1984" to "1984 to 2007" and have the Queen executed by cops with faces
burned in gasoline. Queen will burn in gasoline while watching Street Sense win the
Derby.

Street Sense celebrates after winning the 133rd Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs 

Barbaro below was pictured millions of times since the last running of the Kentucky
Derby last year. 

Officer Jason and tens of thousands who were burned in gasoline had their pictures
suppressed by Google and the Bush controlled news media in this Orwellian society.

 

Oil Genocide 2007 Coup D’Etat News

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

Worst human beings of 2007...

7 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.

Another Genocide

Worst human beings of 2007 goes to...

And they will be burned alive in gasoline after they are convinced at the Oil Genocide
Trials, I will certainly testify against all of them, and tens of thousands of cops and
kids burned in gasoline will testify against them also!

Worst human beings of 2007...

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/
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7 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money.

 

Worst human beings of 2007 goes to...

YMCA men and women...

Red Cross men and women...

Swiss Bankers and their wives...

UN Secretary-General...

Bill Gates and his wife...

Jews and the Pope...

Laura Bush watched 469 people burn alive in gasoline  

 

Laura Bush watched 469 people burn alive in gasoline same people
you see her with in the video clips of her in Lagos school with the
kids. Yet she refused to expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car. 269 were
burned alive on Christmas Day 2006 and she watched this and said nothing... worst
human beings on Earth are those protiting from Oil. While some others kids burn in
gasoline.

 

Red Cross says 269 killed in Nigerian fuel blast.
 
Crowds of local residents went to scoop up gasoline in plastic
containers after an armed gang punctured the underground pipeline overnight to siphon
fuel into road tankers. 269 people were burned alive. 160 people were taken to two
hospitals in Lagos suffering from burns.

A similar explosion at a vandalized pipeline in another part of Lagos in May killed about
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200 people.

But smaller-scale theft of gasoline and diesel is also common,  

Despite huge exports of crude oil, Nigeria suffers regular
shortages of petrol and diesel because it relies on imports of refined fuel from
the West. President Olusegun Obasanjo has billions in Swiss bank accounts. Industry
experts estimate that about five percent of Nigerian crude oil is stolen for export by
criminal syndicates with contacts in the military and government.
 
But smaller-scale theft of gasoline and diesel is also common, and much more deadly
because of the highly flammable nature of these fuels.

     

 

Of all those behind the hidden cameras in this Orwellian Society who could have exposed
the suppression of the electric windmill car invented in 1980 who didn't...

Leaders of the YMCA in Estes Park Colorado as the worst as they
aligned with Bush one week before 9-11 and if instead they would of exposed the
suppression of the electric windmill car then the news of this would of cause the 9-11
attack the next week to be nonexistence, and the USA would never have attacked Iraq
twice. The men and women of the YMCA should be burned alive in gasoline after they
are convinced at the Oil Genocide Trials, I will certainly testify against all of them in
Colorado.
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2007 Inventions  

2007 Inventions
2007 Inventions

 

1. Prism light will replace ink cartilages.

2. Projectors will replace Sony 40" LCD TV/Monitors when projector manufacturers mass market them
with LED bulbs instead of Projector Lamps.

3. 
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2006 statistics

40k breast cancer --- 12k skin cancer ---- 6k pain pills  --- 2k Iraq ---- 40k from
alcohol poisoning.

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car would have come off the Ford assembly line on
Lennon's 66th BDay in 2006 if Yoke would have exposed the suppression of the Electric
Windmill Car invented by me in Oct of 1980... observed on hidden cameras by
Observers!

Officer Jason will hang Kennedy, McCain, Bush

 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

© Copyright 2007

Please send cash or check to

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car,

thanks

I'm looking for wives, to brainstorm inventions  

I'm looking for wives, to brainstorm inventions,
women who want to find gravity control and a cure for cancer and are MD PHd "ROCK
CLIMBERS" and the like.

All is fair in love and war, women will inspire us to get a cure for breast cancer for the
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40k women who will die in 2006, and another 40k will die in 2007 from breast cancer. 

I am home alone not started working on 1,001 inventions or a breast cancer cure.
Besides the electric windmill car, I have over 100 inventions some are very impressive..
I hoped to impress women enough to accept my proposal to join me in a 100 wife
commune working 24/7 to get the cure for cancer and gravity control - I will have to
wait to work on 1,001 invention projects and a cure for breast cancer.  I am ripe and
ready to work 24/7 for 30 days to say the least.

Observers in our Orwellian society are part of my life, run my life and so far will not
let me work on a cure for cancer 24/7  

Observers in our Orwellian society are part of my life, run my life so
the decision to work 24/7 is not just up to me but who ever runs
things in our Orwellian society. Gen. Orwell will not let me work on
a cure for cancer and gravity control because of the Vietnam War
Era. Today it's the Oil Genocide Era with the Electric Windmill Car
being suppressed since 1980 resulting in 6 million cops and kids
burning and burning to death in fiery car wrecks. This is a crime
against humanity by DC Observers and Observers. 
Here in Boulder Colorado "Observers" get $$$$ bribes from DC. And our local University
got 3 Nobel Prizes as bribes to not expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car
- they will all hang. Those in Boulder and those in Sweden. Imagine Court TV and Nancy
Grace talking about this Oil Genocide... grin!

Names of the stars close to Earth.... 
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3
Alpha Centauri B 4.3
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years
Wolf 359 7.6
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years
Sirius A 8.6 light years
Sirius B 8.6
Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years
Luyten 726-8B 8.9
Ross 154 9.4
Ross248 10.3
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years
Luyten 789-6 10.8
Ross 128 10.8 light years

Iran launches missiles paid for by Texas Oil Men
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Iran nukes are paid for by Texas Oil men

Quid Pro Quo Hubble Space Telescope - Bribes to Ball Aerospace.  1965 Chevy rebuilt in
Orbit or buy a new Escalade with all the options....A no Brainerd --- Texas Oil men
who have burnt kids and cops Search Goggle, for "burned in gasoline"... 140,000 have
been burned by our Government for more oil money... this is a sick Orwellian Society.

NASA would have several new models of Space Telescopes "Today" if Katie Couric while
stll on the Today Show would of exposed cops and kids burned in gasoline for more oil
money by USA government officials. And if NASA would not have gone alone with this
Oil Genocide that burns people in gasoline for more oil money.

 

 

Greg's new 2008 Model of a Space Telescope with not depend on Oil Money for bribery
but will use the Top MIT scientist not the criminals at Ball here in Boulder, CO who harass
me every time I bike by there buildings.

They harass me for inventing the electric windmill car.... no top scientists here at Ball
Aerospace Boulder, CO.

Greg's new 2008 Model of a Space Telescope Will
have 2 sections both "life Boats" that can
parachute back to earth... 1st will be the
telescopes. Second will be the living quarters for the
Astronauts docked in orbit with the telescope section. Telescope section will have
quarters for crew "lifeboat in a emergency".  Both launched one at a time on the biggest
launch rockets available in 2008 so we will be designing a new class of launch rockets too.

No Brainerd if the Texas Oil Men were not in charge burning 140,000 in gasoline and not
even making the National News with Katie Couric... on this top story of the day. When
Katie Couric  announced the repair mission of Hubble she did not mention buying a new
model Telescope so this news is bias to say the least. Add in those burnt in gasoline today
who didn't make the news. Imagine!
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http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 
Bridge Kennedy drove off of... $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

 

End War On Earth
www.endwaronearth.com

3 Aug 2007

Coup D'Etat News  

End War On Earth = newest domain!
www.endwaronearth.com

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
 

Underpass + Overpass for people, never get run over * wars Cost $
Radar is only for F-22's Today

Electric Windmill Car...

Coup D'Etat News will be updated daily on the link below...

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html

 

So Coup D'Etat News will be updated daily on the link below... >>>>>>>> 4 Aug 2007
<<<<<<<<< Finally got a new web host Network Solutions $119 for 1 year and got 3
domain names, 

End War on Earth wow no one wanted this domain name in our "1984" War is great
society. 

Until they realize Kennedy drove off the bridge killing the girl and 1 billion other people.
Kennedy turn out to be the worst mass murderer via the Electric Windmill Car
suppression in the history of the Earth killing 1 billion 4 billion people by suppressing the
electric windmill car wow! 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/
http://www.endwaronearth.com/
http://www.endwaronearth.com/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html
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Those who let Kennedy keep his
Senate Seat after he drove off
the bridge never imagined their
decision would lead to Kennedy
killing 1 billion people   
Those who let Kennedy keep his Senate Seat after he drove off the bridge never
imagined their decision would lead to Kennedy killing 1 billion people by driving off the
bridge of political decisions going along with the suppression of the electric windmill car
and letting cops like office Jason burn in fiery car wrecks in their cop cars. 

Still Kennedy would not expose the suppression as he is a leader of its suppression.
Kennedy will Hang in Boston Square and a memorial eternal flame from a burnt out cop
car will by next to his grave, though I want Kennedy buried next to Saddam. Ha.

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/index.html
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Alpha and Beta Centauri are in the constellation "Centaurus", the Centaur.

(Hence those names for the stars.) The Southern Cross is a different constellation,
"Crux", the Latin word for cross.

The two constellations are next to each other in the southern sky, with the front legs
of the Centaur on one side of the Cross, and the back legs on the other side of it.

Alpha is a multiple star system, consisting of two stars close to one another, and a
third, called Proxima Centauri, orbiting that pair at a large distance.

At present, Proxima is about 0.1 light-years closer than Alpha and its companion.
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Greg Buell - Greg Lovestar when Freed

 

18 June 2007 Coup D'Etat News

 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 

Working on getting the links below up and running from electricwindmillcar these work
now mostly and the links on the pages below work. I went to Kinkos FedEx and got a
Acrobat file of the web the old classic one and it did not work to good but Acrobat
did get me a perfect doc file for the old class web index no links like the links below
but if anyone wants a doc file of the classic web its almost 5 megs and has everything

its perfect for a collector... the link is
 

http//www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/carwebclassic123.doc
 

12 Aug 2007 I check this link and it does not open I searched Google for info on how
to link a doc file in html and did not find anything... the link above is correct I don't

know why the doc file does not open... if anyone has a fix please e mail me my
address is at the bottom of this page.

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ford.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index.html
 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/malaria.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/impeachbush.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gasbrunedface.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ciaoilgenocide1.html

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/http/www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/carwebclassic123.doc
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ford.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/malaria.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/impeachbush.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gasbrunedface.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ciaoilgenocide1.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/coupdetat1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/saudisexslaves1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/fbikillscops1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/uncopkillers.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/putinspitsoncops.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43ltyrs.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/mit.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ibm.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/boss2.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cheneysoilgenocide1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/911giulianiniger1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/911windcars.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/goddarwingravity1.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/coupdetat1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/saudisexslaves1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/fbikillscops1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/uncopkillers.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/putinspitsoncops.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/43ltyrs.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/mit.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ibm.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/boss2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/cheneysoilgenocide1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/911giulianiniger1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/911windcars.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/goddarwingravity1.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/faustatharvard1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/nasawomen1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/tolstoy1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/drewbarrymore1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/14yearoldiraqigirl1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/animalfarm1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vistabreast1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cbs.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gps.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventordie2.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bossmp3reading.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/airbags.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventors12.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/faustatharvard1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/nasawomen1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/tolstoy1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/drewbarrymore1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/14yearoldiraqigirl1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/animalfarm1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/vistabreast1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/cbs.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gps.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/inventordie2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/bossmp3reading.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/airbags.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/inventors12.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/killerlovers.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/6million.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/introduction.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/katrina.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cobrahelicopter.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/newspacetelescope.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/carradar.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/seducewomen.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/mirror.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/poems.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/powinventor.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/kennedy.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/billionmds.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/killerlovers.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/6million.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/introduction.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/katrina.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/cobrahelicopter.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/newspacetelescope.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/carradar.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/seducewomen.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/mirror.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/poems.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/powinventor.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/kennedy.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/billionmds.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cumedschool.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/women.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gastanker.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/aliens.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/lightning.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/forest.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/lobotomy.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vetsdayoilday.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventgravity.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/statistic.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/particles.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/universe.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gpage.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/cumedschool.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/women.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gastanker.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/aliens.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/lightning.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/forest.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/lobotomy.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/vetsdayoilday.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/inventgravity.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/statistic.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/particles.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/universe.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/gpage.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vacationdiary.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/4july.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1universe.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/brokenteeth.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bustedteethpictures.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bustedteeth1234.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/resume.html  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/red1.html  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/contact.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/sitemap.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/swartzniger1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/logo1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/red1.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/vacationdiary.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/4july.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1universe.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/brokenteeth.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/bustedteethpictures.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/bustedteeth1234.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/resume.html
http://www.endwaronearth.com/webpages/webpages/red1.html
http://www.endwaronearth.com/webpages/webpages/red1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/contact.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/sitemap.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/swartzniger1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/logo1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/red1.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bday2.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/neareststar43.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43newpicture.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43longway.html

 

News

Every day the nearest stars are moving closer to World Leaders engaged in combat
world wide.

Here are some cool PAGES FROM INVENTOR:

1.    USA'S GENOCIDE VIA GAS EXHAUST

2.    Greg on top of Flattop Mt

3.    BEFORE THE BIG BANG

4.    4.3 LIGHT YEARS AND THEN INFINITY

5.    THE LOSS OF 1,001 MOON BASES

6.    PERPLEXING MENTAL PSYCHOANALYSIS

7.    SWEDEN SELLS ARMS NOT SEX

8.    HELICOPTER RESCUE

9.    USA SELLS THE H BOMB LIFESTYLE

10.                    I HAVE COME TO HATE JUDAS WOMEN

11.                    -- STAR AND WAR LOGISTICS

12.                    -- 100 MILLION INVENTING

13.                    HIGH STAKES INVENTING -

14.                    BIOGRAPHY

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/bday2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/neareststar43.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/43newpicture.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/43longway.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/43longway.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/usagenocide.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/gregtop1.jpg
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/bigbang.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/1687.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/moonbases.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/perplexing.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/sexinsweden.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/hellrescue.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/usalifestyle.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/loveandhate.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/startravel.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/100million.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/high.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/bio.html
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15.                    --- FORMULA ---

16.                    SELF-MASTERY

17.                    HOSPITAL SHIP AIRCRAFT CARRIER

18.                    STARE FLIRTATIOUSLY

19.                    UNIVERSITY EDUCATION HAS FAILED

20.                    MY LAI'S STRATEGIC STRAGIES

21.                    SPACE TELESCOPE ERA ----

22.                    INVENT SOMETHING !!! ----

23.                    LOVERS KISSES ----

24.                    HIDDEN CAMERAS ----

25.                    INTIMIDATED ----

26.                    OIL AT 10 CENTS A BARREL ----

27.                    -- DEAF AND DUMB ----

28.                    -- EARTH IN 6 BILLION YEARS ----

29.                    -- EAVESDROP ON ALIENS----

30.                    -- POW INVENTOR ----

31.                    -- MIT AND NOW IIE ----

32.                    -- WEAPONS IN SCHOOL ----

33.                    -- WIVES ERECT A UNIVERSE ----

34.                    -- SKI DATE IS A SKI MOVIE ----

35.                    -- HACK INTO ALIEN TV ----

36.                    -- PREVAIL USING SURGERY ----

37.                    -- BAR CODE ON FOREHEAD ----

38.                    -- WORLD CONQUEST ----

39.                    -- TREMORS THINKING ----

40.                    -- OASIS - OASIS ----

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/formula.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/mastery.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/hospitalship.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/flirt.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/failed.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/mylaistrategies.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/spacetelescope.html
http://home.att.net/'7Einventor84/enventsooething.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/kiss.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/hiddencameras.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/intimidated.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/oilattencents.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/deafanddumb.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/burntoast.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/aliens.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/pow-inventor.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/mit.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/school.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/wiveserect.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/skidate.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/hackintoalientv.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/surgery2.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/barcode-on-forehead.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/worldconquest.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/tremors.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/oasis.html
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41.                    -- INVENT OR DIE ----

42.                    -- A STRONG FORCE OF GRAVITY ----

43.                    -- WHO WOULD KILL THE BOSS ? ----

44.                    -- UTOPIA NOVEL - LOBOTOMIZE MADMEN ----

45.                    -- DOCTOR ARMY FOR THE LIGHT YEAR CONQUESTS ----

46.                    -- LINK TO ----- INVENTORS UNIVERSE - 27 SEPT 97 - 50TH
BIRTHDAY ----

47.                    -- EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE USA ---
-

48.                    -- ANTI COLLISION RADAR FOR A CAR ----

49.                    -- INTRODUCTION TO THE NEAREST 52 SOLAR SYSTEMS ----

50.                    -- SPACE TRAVEL IS IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE... ----

51.                    -- TIBET ------- TIBET ----

52.                    -- MIRACULOUS PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES

53.                    -- INFINITY EXCITEMENT

54.                    -- 4th of JULY FROM OIL 1997

55.                    -- FEARING WHO FINDS A CANCER CURE

56.                    -- WHEN WE GET MARRIED

57.                    NEW MOTHER THERESA'S SUPER COMPUTER

58.                    NEW MASTOPEXY SURGERY FOR WORLD LEADERS

59.                    NEW STATISTICIANS

60.                    WILD WOMEN MD'S

61.                    BIKE PATH THAT IS FLOODED EVERY YEAR AND MY INVENTION
IDEA FOR OVER PASS BIKE PATHS

62.                    MOUNTAINS I LIVE IN FRONT OF AND CLIMB. I BIKE AROUND ON
THE ROAD BEHIND THEM TOO

 

 

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/inventordie.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/gravitydissected.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/killtheboss.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/utopianovel.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/doctorwithmerit.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/inventorsuniverse27sept97.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/inventorsuniverse27sept97.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/crudeoil.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/crudeoil.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/car.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/introduction.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/movietheresa.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/tibet.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/miraculous.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/infinity.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/oil.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/cancercure.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/getmarried.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/theresascray.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/sagging.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/statisticians.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/mdwomen.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/bike.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/bike.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/flatiron.html
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/flatiron.html
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/

Greg's End War on Earth web page.

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

my 2 meg home page

 

inventor84@att.net

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

 
 
 

  

Phone  303 443 6270 

Cell 303 548 9904

inventor84@att.net

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/nasawomen1.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/coplogo.bmp

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
mailto:inventor84@att.net
mailto:inventor@electricwindmillcar.com
mailto:inventor84@att.net
mailto:inventor@electricwindmillcar.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/nasawomen1.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/pictures/coplogo.bmp
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This is a large very large picture of Officer Jason with burnt face and with the logos of
many fortune 500 corporations who profited via bribes and gov perks to let 10k cops in
the USA Moscow and Bejing, like officer jason burn in their cop car years and decades
after the invention of the electric windmill car in 1980. The worst corporations are GE
and Bill Gates at Microsoft, and Whole Foods as they are wind powered yet they got
bribes and perks from the government to let a genocide go on...

 

 

 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

 

Phone 303 443 6270 

 

Cell 303 548 9904
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Bridge Kennedy drove off of... $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$
Impeach Bush

End War On Earth
www.endwaronearth.com

3 Aug 2007

Coup D'Etat News  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/impeachbush.html
http://www.endwaronearth.com/
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End War On Earth = newest domain!
www.endwaronearth.com

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 

 

 

Please Help me get my busted teeth fixed... $3k

Greg Buell  PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

phone 303 443 6270 

Cell 3035489904    

thanks    

PS 60th Birthday is comming up on 27 Sept 2007 I want a few wives for my BDAY -
Observers in our Orwellian have surppresseed wives and the electricwindmillcar since
1980. For a inventor who's main inspiration is women, this is torture. I put my cell
phone number 303 548 9904 on the top of End War On Earth web page when I got my
web running again and have gotten 40k hits and not a single phone call. So the Observer
have the technology to prevent you from calling me... especially if you are a hot women
interested in inspiring the cure for cancer and gravity control. Bush is pretty much a
Madman, I wrote this up for todays news too. So send me e mail and we can try to get
a few inventions while the observers are working, observing us.... grin $$$$$$$$$$

E mail me... Greg Buell
Kennedy burned millions in gasoline since 1980.

Bridge Kennedy drove off of... 

End up killing one girl 

and 1 Billion others via suppressing the Electric Windmill Car.

http://www.endwaronearth.com/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
mailto:inventor84@att.net
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